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Man

In Gray

esteemed and loved by men and women throughout
the world. A man who devotes only a small portion
of a one-thousand page autobiography to his dislikes,
and the remaining part to his love for life, for men,
for friends, for good books, for teaching, for his country, and for his God cannot fail to be loved in return.
When “Billy” Phelps, “the man in gray flannels,”
died on August 21 Yale lost its most-famous ambassador of good will; teachers, their living inspiration;
book-lovers, their sure guide in “the realms of gold”.
Immediately after his death papers and magazines
paid tribute (in President Charles Seymour’s words)
“to America’s greatest and most influential teacher”.
The New York Times of August 22 carried an edia three

column

article on

him;

the Jesuit

editors of America honored in the September 4 number of their magazine this man of wide interests who
was saved from dilettantism by placing his faith in
Christ before allowing himself to experience full enjoyment in his catholicity of taste; Newsweek of
August 30 carried the announcement of the death of
“Yale’s famous author, lecturer, and homespun _philosopher”; one of “Billy’s” former pupils told in The
Saturday Review of Literature for September 4 of the
dynamic interest in reading, understanding, and making living literature which he aroused among his

students.

William

Lyons

By

WituiAM

Dorsey

the passing of a great teacher and

Mos
MEN feel an evident kinship with a
true lover because almost all of us, in spite
of the seeming selfishnessof our attachments, have an
inherent ability for altruistic love and unstinting devotion. Perhaps it was because of the genuineness of
his wholehearted response to emotional, intellectual,
and spiritual values that William Lyons’ Phelps was

torial and

No.

Flannels
®

We mourn
gentleman.

1943

WI

VOL. XLI

)

Phelps was born in New

Haven,

Connecticut, June 2, 1865. After graduating from Yale
in 1887 he took his Mastership and. Doctorate from
Harvard. On réturning to the scene of his undergraduate studies as Professor of English in 1892 he
introduced a course in the study of the novel for
which he was denounced as an “academic radical”.
New lectures and courses on other Elizabethati dramatists beside Shakespeare and on the 17th Century
lyrical and metaphysical poets made him even more
odious to the “stand-paters”. “Billy” stood his ground,
finally overcame his opposition, and continued at
Yale until he retired from teaching in 1933. At the
time of his death he was noticeably a critic with conservative tendencies, but he had actually begun his
career as an adventurer and innovator. He was not,
and never claimed to be, a scholar in the strict sense

of the word; he was simply a teacher devoted
pupils, his University, and his profession.

to his

During fifty years his insight into literature as a
living thing, and his catching enthusiasm (which was
remarkably analagous to St. Paul’s fiery zeal) enabled
Mr. Phelps to lead many (not the mere elite which
he respected but did not cater to) to love good books;
the country over he was hailed as America’s favorite
commencement speaker, lecturer, and conversationalist. Open, optimistic, and outspoken he attracted the
love of his students, readers, and audience. A lover of

all worthwhile things, a fleer of idleness and intolerance, he defined his idea of happiness as that state
of a man when he is “chronically overworked at what
he loves to do”. Uniquely himself, his bouyancy and
courage, his humor and capacity for an unlimited
number of friends made him esteemed by all and loved
by more than many. Europeans found him to be a
(Continued

on page

sixteen)

Page
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The Early American Theatre
@ By

JEANNETTE

HIBBERT

We begin in Virginia in 1665.
O THE

HIGHLY

standardized and commer-

cialized American theatre of today, it has been

a long step from the early attempts that came as a
result of the transplanting of English dramatic gems.
Historians

find research

difficult, since

documents

as-

certaining dates and names of early productions are
practically non-existent. There is, and probably always
will be, a continual controversy over the first dramatic
presentation on American soil. Some authorities say
that it took place on the shores of the Rio Grande

on the last day of April, 1598, its theme being the
conquest of New
ish,

however,

Mexico. This was written in Span-

and

for

this

reason,

other

historians

claim that it cannot be counted as the first American
play. This honor is ascribed by many authorities to
the first theatrical performance recorded in English,
Ye Bare and Ye Cubb, which was played in Accomac,
Virginia, in 1665. The citizens who aided in this production were brought before the court to give “a
draught of such verses and other speeches which were
then acted by them.” They were found guilty, for
reasons unknown, but the incident serves as a guide
to an understanding of the attitude toward the theatre
in that day.
References to theatrical productions are found which
prove that lovers of the drama were not inactive during this early period, even though the extent of their
activities cannot be readily determined. We do know,
for example, that a group of students at the College
of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia, acted

a “pastoral colloquy” in 1702. The same year marks
the arrival, in Charleston, of Anthony

Aston, whose

own statement describes the town as one “full of Lice,
Shame, Poverty, Nakedness, and Hunger.” He “turned

player and poet” and “wrote one play on the subject
of the country.” In England

he had been associated

with Drury Lane, and from records of his travels it
is claimed

that

his first American

appearance

took

place in 1703. His accounts say that he afterward appeared in New

York, which is not incredible, since an

act forbidding “play-acting and prize-fighting,” passed

by the Governor’s

Council

is ample proof that
acting” going on.
New

York, with

there

of New
must

York in 1709,

have

been

“play-

its present prestige as the nucleus

for legitimate stage, was fairly slow in attaining this
Page four

position.

Williamsburg,

with

a theatre

as early as

1716; Charleston, whose citizens witnessed Otway’s
The Orphan in 1736; and Philadelphia, where the
Murray-Kean company was entertained in 1749, were
the centers for American drama in its early period. The
only available evidence to show that New York had
a theatre at all, is a line in the Gazette, which adver-

tizes a sale “next door to the Play House.” This great
city was concerning itself with other branches of the
theatre,

in that day.

It was

the scene,

in

1847,

of a

series of exhibitions in which “young men and women
were exhibited as tableaux vivants, in every form and
shape, and for every price from sixpence up to fifty
cents.” They presented such “groupings” as the Massacre of St. Bartholomew, Hagar and Ishmael, and

Neptune Rising from the Sea, which later developed
into Venus Rising from the Sea. These exhibitions
finally led to a riot, and the Common Council: indicted the taverns which supported them on March 22.
The first play written by an American is generally
held to be The Prince of Parthia, by ‘Thomas God-

frey, who added two hundred lines to Alfred, James
Thompson’s work which had been presented at the
College of Philadelphia in 1756. The Contrast is the
first truly American play which merits literary consideration, however, and its author was Royall ‘Tyler
of Boston. It was a comedy of manners, “in many
ways delightful,” and at the head of its subscription
list was the name of President Washington, who was
quite a play-lover.
Such, then, is the scant view of early colonial drama.
A few tired English actors, surrounded by amateur
actors and authors who made their poor attempts
here and there, always in the face of opposition, constituted the American theatre in its first stage. ‘The
second period to be considered, that of the professional
companies, started midway in the eighteenth century,

with the coming of the Hallams to Williamsburg.
William Hallam, the proprietor of a small, non-patent
theatre in London, was faced with too much competition, and he put into the hands of his brother, Lewis,
a company

scenery,

and

of

fifteen

some

actors,

properties.

a few

‘his

costumes,

company

some

toured

America for two years, and was brought to an end
when Hallam took it to the West Indies.

touring stars. ‘Temperament made ‘his system shortlived, however, for it was an impossibility that the
stars and their subordinates should agree. The result
was the complete touring company, which reduced
the role of the theatre-manager to a mere “room-forrent” status. Artists became slaves to their public,
forced to abandon what they held dear in order to
present their audiences with popular productions. The
American theatre was taking shape and heading towards its present policy on the box-office basis.

Even professional companies had quite a struggle
to present their plays. Because of anti-play laws, such
works as Othello, were presented as “a series of moral
dialogues.” The uncertainty of every dramatic venture’s
success definitely warped the conveniences and the
physical appearances of the play houses. They were
crude structures, lighted by wax tapers, and the scenery
was extremely poor. Audiences were of mixed classes,
the lower evidently dominating, since signs bore warnings against spitting on the stove and throwing eggs

from

the gallery. Nothing of a national theme

In surveying American drama before the Civil War,
the historian finds that it was a period of tentative

ap-

development only. Then, as always, the actor and
the playwright determined the type of drama, and
these were mostly foreigners whose aims were directed
toward the preservation of the type of theatre which
they had known in Europe. A few native themes were
periodically interjected as evidenced in The Indian
Princess and Superstition. ‘These were not enough to
steer the American theatre toward nationalistic channels, however, and the nation had to split apart and
be knit together again before any great advances in
the direction of a national theatre for America were

peared, except obscure “dialogues” such as The Rising
Glory of America. It was not until the Stamp Act in

1765, however, that open discontent with nothing but
English players was evident. American feeling for nationalism and longing for a truly American theatre
was obliged by the changing of “The Company of

Comedians From London” to “The American Company.” A few members of this group formed “The Virginia Company of Comedians,” but it was unsuc-

cessful.

to be noted.

The

business

started

on

of the theatre

the road

toward

after the

the kind

Revolution

of theatre

not

that

Royall

we know today. Resident stock companies developed,

and

their

members

were

the

supporting

casts

exist—he
Tyler,

Before that, the American

merely
whose

found
persistent

root

in

efforts

dramatist did

the

person

toward

of

Amer-

icanism are the chief value in any dramatic history
of America.

for

ajo
THE OLD MUSICIAN
A weary old man sat alone,
On his knees a loved violin lay.
His countenance,

worn

and

deep-lined,

Was bowed down by the cares of the day.
He ’rose, for

a moment

stood still

As he flexed his stiff fingers so old.
Then grasped with impatience the bow
And the music poured forth clear and bold.

And after the touch of the strings,
‘The tense fingers were no more the same,
But suddenly nimble and swift,

As they were at the height of their fame.
And quick at the melody’s sound,
As with pride lifted up the bent head,
No longer a care-worn old man,
But a happy old man there instead.
—Le Roy

Finke.
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Intermission

Between

Acts
@ By

Kay

KunkKA

Tragic but interesting.

HE

MAN

sat waiting.

As he sat at the desk in the darkness of his study
the faint light that glimmered through the open door
caught at the whiteness of his shirt and cuffs and reflected from them, to be echoed by the shimmering
satin of the gown of the lady for whom he was
waiting.
“John.”

“Ready?”
“Ready.
ready

“But

You

know,”

for some

I haven’t

he

chuckled

tenderly,

“T’ve

smiled.

“Shall

time.”

failed

you,”

she

we go?”
As they reached the door, the light slipped gently
over the woman showing her fair skin, her softly
curved cheeks, and her amazing eyes, for which her
hair made merely a glowing emphasis. John paused
and took her hand, looking down to meet the gaze of
her eyes.
“My wife,” he mused. “I never cease to wonder at
the fact.”
*

*

*

*

The next thing he knew,
as if his feet had wings. The
was playing came to his ears
translated themselves into
light, carefree.

he was dancing—dancing
waltz which the orchestra
in waves of sound which
clouds making him feel

voice of his wife tugged his unwilling
reality. “We have been neglecting our
Mrs. Leflin, and I haven’t even spoken
swept me over here so fast that people

might think you were courting me instead of having
been married to me so long—darling.”

“As you wish, Beth.”
scowl and went.
Page

six

huddled

in a

“Do you think Roosevelt will have a fourth term?
Is there a chance that Eleanor might take the
nomination?
. What do you think of Dewey?
. Now that the Italians have surrendered
S
went the conversation.

He found himself thinking about his life with her
. how he had met her one day in the park when
it had started to rain, one of those sudden Spring
rains, and they had both sought shelter at the same
place . . . about the tremble in his voice which
belied his determined rehearsal of his proposal
how he had dropped the ring at the wedding ceremony . . . about her foolish little economies while
keeping a household
. about the way she had
inconspicuously encouraged him until he had established himself well in his profession
. about the
way she seemed to stay young, though his hair was
touched with gray at the temples and he had lines
about his eyes.

*S

The other people about him, too, seemed very
happy, though perhaps he saw them only through his
own haze of happiness.
“John!” The
mind back to
duty. There is
to her yet. You

of men

He stood at the edge of the group. Even his mind
strayed on the fringes of the conversation, for over
their heads, his dark eyes caught glimpses of Beth in
animated conversation with their hostess.

“Yes, darling.”

been

He drifted toward a group
corner near the dance floor.

She laughed

He caught himself.
curtain ignited by the
whose members were
were oblivious to the

The flame was curling rapidly upward to the paper
decorations which were draped across the ceiling of
the dance floor to the very edges of the room.
Frozen

for an instant, he heard a shout break from

his lips as he sprang into action. He glanced hurriedly
about for Beth, but she had disappeared.
He could remember nothing more that happened.
Nothing until he found himself outside, searching

frantically for Beth through the red light from the
blaze,

at his funny

Startled, his gaze fixed on a
cigarette of one of the group,
so deep in discussion that they
surroundings.

hoping

against

hope

(Continued

on

that his fears would

unconfirmed.
page
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go

Pearl

Harbor

Husband
@ By

Too

beautiful

Frank

Ktapp

to miss!

J

ver had been tapping nervously on his new
magogany desk ever since Judge Creighton left
for the courthouse. For the fifth time during the past
quarter of an hour he flipped open the notice ordering
him to appear at Fort Benning on the 22nd: he was
drafted. ‘There was nothing he could do to avoid it.
The tapping became even more pronounced. Anything, anything to relieve his mind and give him time
to think . . . just to think.

Jeffrey J. Clayton was a Pearl Harbor husband. And
for little more than a month now he was also a
Pearl Harbor father. He and Janet had been determined that nothing, not even a world catastrophe,
would postpone their marriage. December 7th left
their plans unchanged.
The very thought of that treacherous invasion
brought a fiery glint to Jeffs eye. Why must nations
claw each other? But it wasn’t a philosophical problem

that was agitating Jeff just now. It was Janet. Janet
and the baby. Suddenly the reality of the whole affair

struck Jeff with terrifying impact. He pushed his chair
against the wall, got up and with hat in hand raced
out of the building. No one could think in that office
and he wanted

to think, he had to think.

Jeff started out at a rapid pace but now he was
simply wandering, endlessly, listlessly, always thinking
always remembering. To Jeff there were only two pictures of life that had any meaning, and each was the
startling contrast of the other: one, a tiny little cradle
with a lovely mother bending over an even tinier
little boy—his wife and son; the other, a ghastly portrait of war—jeeps,

trenches, bodies, and in the midst

of it all, Jeffrey Clayton.

But a group of laughing men, on the opposite side,
distracted Jeff's pensive ambling. They were dressed

in khaki; yet that merriment! What had they to be

so gay about? Jeff watched. Pain gleamed deeply in
his eyes. He was by no means a coward but until
today he had not quite realized what war meant. Had
these men loved a family as he loved one? had they
left behind them a wife? a son not old enough to
lisp? Of course they had. He knew they had. He knew
how many other Pearl Harbor husbands were in agony
today. Now, for the first time since the raid, Jett
understood the significance of: “Drafted.” Reality had
hit him; he tried to be a man about it but he couldn’t
help flinching a little, he simply couldn’t. In itself,

there was no conflict between patriotism and family

love, he was sure of that; it was he who was creating
the conflict. Those boys in khaki had sacrificed themselves out of patriotism and their other love was all
the more intense. But it hurt. O Lord, how it hutt!
The cheery “howdy, buddy” of the soldiers snapped
Jeff into consciousness. It seemed hardly possible that
he had walked so far but there was the apartment
only a block away. Janet would have to be told, of
course. ‘Tonight? Yes, there was little time to lose but

he would try to be sweet about it. She had always

been brave and would be brave tonight, too; probably
wouldn’t say much either.
“Janet, I’m home,”
ness, “and, Janet,

“Say,

Mr.

he said with feigned cheerful-

I want to see Jeffrey J. Clayton Jr.”

Jeffrey J. Clayton

Sr., I just put

your

young son to sleep and don’t think that’s an easy job,
Mr. Clayton.”

Ordinarily Jeff's Irish wit was keenly sensitive to
everything about him and he responded heartily whenever something ludicrous happened. But today Jeff
was oblivious to the humor, and the tragedy too, of
life about him. He even failed to notice the colored

boy shambling along with carefree independence not
knowing his destination and not caring either. At the

corner of St. Clair Ave. Jeff was barely stopped by a
beot-black from crashing headlong into a shoe-shine
chair. He didn’t even glance up. The boot-black merely

sighed and wondered
the street.

why they let that kind roam

Janet had a warming twinkle in her eye and then
added relentingly,
a peek.”

“Looks

“Well,

we can

tiptoe in just for

just like his dad, doesn’t he?”

(Jeff was

trying hard)
“Oh, Jeff!” Janet retorted impishly. “You don’t think
the Creator would make that same mistake twice!”
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They sat down

had said? “Love for the duration and forever.” Yes,
that was Jeff's way, his own sweet way. It was over
now, just like that. She clicked on the radio in time

together on the living-room sofa.

Jeff told her. Sweetly, calmly, with perfect self-posses-

sion, he told her. What

could she say? They were

for Shubert’s “Ave Maria.” Strange, wasn’t it? Gounod

expecting it but had refused to look at calendars. Now
it had happened. Janet looked at him. ‘There was no
emotion,

no

frantic

tears

nor

maudlin

had always been her favorite, but tonight Shubert
seemed so restful. It was Janet’s turn. She was thinking—just thinking. Ora pro nobis . . . While the last
notes ebbed away she bent over the cradle (it was
only a little tear she let fall so it wouldn’t wake him)
and whispered tenderly,

sentiments.

There was just that poignant looking—the poignancy

of silent grief.
The next few days passed rapidly. They were both
pretending, just “acting as if.” Then one night it all
ended in two kisses. Jeff was gone!

Janet put the baby back to bed. What was that Jeff

love for the duration

@ By Donatp

An

ugly menace

American

must be removed

from

We

justice

and

KNAUER

the

scene.

generations we Americans have
MANY
ros
looked upon our country as one of the most
democratic and liberal institutions the world has ever

known.

.. . and FOREVER!”

Indivisible

Nation

One

“With

felt proud of ourselves as a nation of

equal

opportunity,

free

traces

from

of

tryanny and oppression found in some other countries

of the world.
A short time ago France,

too, was

regarded by the

Powers of the world as a mighty nation. She also felt

What is the cause of this dissenion?
I myself believe that

it

is

the

gullibility

of

the

American public in swallowing
every bit of slander hurled at
the Negro race. It seems that
in our country, as well as in other countries,
there
are certain
short-sighted,
long-winded _ individuals who, completely unaware that a war is

proud of the “Liberty, Equality and Fraternity” of her
people. Externally she was firm and united, but in-

going on, step up on their soap box and sob to the

ened and then became a fact, was it any wonder that
France fell so swiftly. Her people had been split up

allowed in a public building or in a public conveyance,

ternally she was crumbling. And when invasion threatand

Leaderless

factions.

into

she

bewildered,

had

faith in no one, and few had faith in France.
Today the United States is facing a similar, but as

yet less serious problem. For the last few years tension
has mounted

and

result

the

the white and

between

of this

tension

was

the black races,

riot in

a race

Detroit a few weeks ago. This riot left an unpleasant
taste in the mouths of the American people. This

tension has by no means ended, but instead seems to
be gathering momentum, and it will cause more up-

unless

risings

the

friction

between

the

two

races

ceases. In Detroit the war effort was impaired for a
few days following the disturbance. A recurence of
this act throughout the nation would not only slow

our war production down to the danger level, but
would also tend to lower the morale as well. ‘This

would be very satisfactory to the Japs and the Germans,

for this

would

lead

them

to believe

that

the

United States is not so indivisible or internally secure
after all.
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crowd

about

how

they

are

being

mistreated.

At

present it is their idea that a Negro should not be
that he should not be allowed to make as much money
as a white man, and in general that the Negro should
humble himself to the white man. These eloquent
little orators sometimes succeed, too, in foroing the
crowd to believe that they are sincere, by misinter-

preting

the facts. For

instance

when

some

Negro

commits a serious crime one of these prejudiced orators
will demand punishment of the whole Negro race.
That is their idea of justice. Page Hitler. On the other
hand they never mention any of the more notable
Negroes who have contributed greatly to American
culture. Take Booker ‘T. Washington, for example.
There is a man who has made a tremendous contri-

bution towards the education of his people. And there
is Joe Louis too, one of the finest sportsmen the world
has ever known. At present, he together with thous-

ands of others of his race are in the service of our
country. Many of them have already sacrificed their
lives

willingly

in order

that Americans,

and white, may live in peace and security.

both

black

:

For

You

and

Your

Tom
@ By

The girl wonders about
home on a furlough.

the

boy

who

OU NEVER could understand why the
had to blow into a bus window so much
violently than anywhere else. You had always
to feel the wind wisking your hair over your

wind
more
liked
head,

but not now—especially not now—after spending the
getting it swished into

waves, curls and such. It was nearly five o’clock and
the bus
You

moved

had

along like an over-stuffed

to admit,

though,

that

the

cool

lady bug.
wind

felt

good after the aggravating heat of the hair dryer.
Something brushed against your leg and looking down
you realized that the woman next to you was trying
to set her market basket on the floor. How could she
be so concerned over such an unromantic thing as
food, on a beautiful day like this? She probably didn’t
feel the way you did. Probably no one in the bus felt
exactly as you did right now. That was it. You were
being happy and excited all by yourself. No one else

knew.

UNVERFERTH
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greater part of the afternoon

ApeLte

It was a queer feeling—this happiness—when

no one else knew. One more block and you would
squeeze yourself through the aisle and be on the street.
The Nickerson’s dog left his favorite bone and
bounded across the street to be patted. Strange thing
about the Nickersons, everyone liked their dog but
few neighbors cared for them. The late afternoon sun
was staring you straight in the face as you turned into
the drive-way. Dad must have left the office early today because the grass had a newly cut look and you
spotted the lawn-mower waiting to be put away in
the garage.
It wasn’t until you had closed the bed-room door
and flung on the bed the parcels you had brought
from town, that your happiness turned into a stunned
fear. What if Tom had changed since you saw him
—eighteen months and sixteen days ago? He had been
through so much since that warm wonderful evening
in July—the night before he left for duty. Was he
coming back to you the same—the same kind and
cheerful fellow? The same big grin? Would he still
light his cigarette with the same nonchalant grace?
Walk the same? Talk the same? Would you both be
able to laugh—just for the fun of laughing, and carry
on gay little conversations about nothing in particular? Would the memory of the terrorizing action of

battle somewhere in the Pacific and the two painful
months in a hospital on the coast leave no room for

the enjoyment of long walks. nickel ice cream
and the latest jive tune?
Perhaps

the

bloody

realism

of battle

cones

blurred

all

remembrance of Homecoming bonfires—your first date
after a Labor Problems class—dancing at the campus
hangouts—the Ice Carnival and the Senior Weekend
in New Haven. Yours was a college romance right out
of a Brush short story. But the inevitable Graduation
Day came. It was gaily traditional on the surface. Only
a seasoned prof could sense a restless undercurrent.
That graduation was more than a graduation, it was
a commencement—the beginning of a strange and’
difficult task—the task of fighting for a free world.

Tom

went home with his parents for the few re-

maining weeks before his date with the Navy. Those
weeks were filled with letters between his town and

yours. Then that last beautiful evening in July. Would
he be too calloused for the little thrills and adventures
that dotted your college days. Would your life together seem too trivial to relive, too distant to recall?
But you mustn’t go on like this. You remembered
a magazine article you read which said that the girl
friend must accept her returning soldier as he is, because without a doubt he will have changed in some
ways. You must school yourself to take things as they
come and quit disturbing your mind about conditions that did happen or will happen. You peeked at
yourself in the big round mirror on your dressing
table and somehow you felt better and the fear about
‘Tom was gone. Looking again at your reflection you
wondered whether you looked any older than you
did the last time he saw you. Hardly! And the ridiculous thought diverted your mind to the smell of pork
chops and coffee that was finding its way up from the
kitchen. You flew down the steps two at a time, then

you

remembered

you

hadn’t

done

that since Dad

bought you a pony for your birthday—and you were

twelve.
You were hungry, there was no doubt, but you
couldn’t eat. The hot coffee and the tomato salad

went down all right but you had a little trouble with
the pork

chops

and

the

dessert

pudding.

That

old
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doubt and anxiety about Tom crept over you again as
it had done in your room. You'll feel a lot braver after
a shower and a little rest, you kept telling yourself.
Mother and Dad started to make conversation about
Tom. When did he get in town? How long will he
be able to stay? How fortunate he was in not being
more seriously injured. They seemed to be excited
about Tom’s coming, too. They probably had grown
attached to him through your letters. But then,
maybe they were just excited because they knew

you were.
The face of the clock wore its droopy six-thirty
look, as you wiped the last dish, flung the towel over
the rack and went up stairs.
You did a thorough job of dressing, adding the
little extras women do on special evenings. You applied one or two tricks of makeup with which you had
been experimenting lately. The matter of painting
nails became a problem. You had always been able to
give yourself a fairly neat manicure, but tonight your
left hand was a bit unsteady. Your new red and black
dress looked even better than it did the first time
you wore it at Mary Hawley’s tea last week. Tom’s
favorite perfume was touched on each ear lobe and
the bracelet—his last gift to you—sparkled on your

wrist. You

swirled around a few times in front of

the mirror checking on details. ‘The lights accentuated
your costume and the flush of excitement on your
face did things for your eyes .. .
Looking at your watch, you were surprised it was
only twenty minutes until eight, and Tom said he
would arrive at eight. You must have dressed quicker

than you thought you would. You combed the back
of your hair, powdered a tiny shine from your nose
and examined your nails for the second time. You
snapped on the radio and began making short dance

steps about the room. The music eased the tension of
your nerves and loosened the tightness around your
mouth. Then your eye caught sight of the reading
lamp and the crazy rag doll that hung from it. The
doll had occupied that place of honor since the night
Tom bought it for you at the amusement park—the
night before he left. All the wonderful things you
both said that night flashed before your mind _ for

the thousandth time. The rag doll made you remember
again. It was just like Tom to want to eat peanuts,
throw balls and ride the roller coaster to detract from
the tenseness of your last evening together. No war
or its effects must change him. You found yourself
hoping this with all your heart. Your brain was
whizzing around like a busy bee and your hands were
growing cold and clammy with nervous excitement. A
numb feeling overtook you, and an earnest prayer
filled the cavities of your being. Please God, he must
love you. Don’t let him change in that way, ever. He
said he loved you that night before he left. Don’t let
him feel differently now. You couldn’t bear it if he
did, because

you

White moon sail on o’er stormy sea
Unsullied by the night,
A Virgin’s purity must be
Reflected in your light.

White moon sail on through starry skies
cheer the earth below,

It seems as though a Mother’s eyes
Shine in your silv’ry glow.
White moon sail on, ’tis but the day—

No more your light I see.
Ah! Mother now my faith does say
‘That

you

still smile

on

me.

—Lr
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him

so much.

The sharp cry of the front door bell ran through
your stomach like a cold steel knife. He was here!
This was it! The moment you’ve waited so long for
was here! How you got down stairs and opened the
door, you don’t remember. In fact, you don’t clearly
remember much of the next few minutes at all. Tom
—looking so well—smiling—taking your hands into his
—Tom smiling—saying your name over and over. It
was being made complete again. A part of you that
was gone—returned.
And when you smiled back at him there was a
feeling of remorse in a private corner of your heart.
How foolish of you ever to have doubts and fears
about your ‘Tom.

ah—te
BESIDE MY TENT

And

loved

Roy

FInxe.

Fortune's

Fool
@® By
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A story of escape.

|

HE TRESTLE of the Tiflis to Tabriz railroad
crossing the Persian-Russian border over the

Araks River, shuddered before the blasts of

a Novem-

ber blizzard. Slabs of ice knifed through frothing
waves and clogged at the rapids, cutting off all possibility of using the river to return to my homeland.
But the death warrant which waited for me in the

office of the Police Commandant made me search for
some other way accross.
Suddenly above the shriek of the gale I heard a
train whistle. At that moment I realized that this was
my only avenue of escape. At my end of the trestle
crack Soviet Partisan guards were moving back and
forth in front of a fire they had built to protect
themselves from the bitter cold. It was their duty to
stop and search the train. Contraband would be confiscated and illegal travellers would be executed. Since
I had no passport I had no illusions about my fate
if caught. Then the Persians would also search the
train on their side for Communist agitators fresh from
the smoldering revolution. ‘The same treatment waited
for me on the other side—a quick death if lucky, for
fierce Persian patrols were masters of lingering execution.
The train slowed down for the searching parties
which were strung out along the line, their lanterns
lending a fantastic fire-fly effect as they bobbed, clustered, and disappeared. Running through the kneedeep snow I scrambled through the crack of a partially open box car door, tearing my sleeve. I strained
against the door and finally closed it. From exhaustion I fell into a pile of straw and drew it around
me. Faintly I could hear the searchers—they were
coming nearer. Then they reached my car and opened
the door. I gave an involuntary start and the skin of
my exposed shoulder tore off as it stuck to an iron
“J,” plate on the car’s side. Flesh froze fast to iron
in this sub-zero weather. But the blood quickly froze
and my shoulder lost all feeling. I didn’t even notice
it except for a dull sickly feeling and an overpowering
desire to sleep . . . to sleep and sleep . . . But the
Soviets didn’t like the weather either, for their search

developed into more of a formality.
and safe for at least the first leg of
wind cut through the wooden walls
the car as the train started, increased

I was unnoticed
my journey. ‘The
and each jar of
my nausea. ‘The

train dug on through the blinding snow.

All at once the engine jerked to a halt and the
crack of cars closing into each other ran down the
line. The wily Persians had intercepted the train on
the trestle to prevent escape and were running outside on the cat walk. Doors protestingly creaked
open. ‘T’he search was on! A cry of discovery rang out
in the car behind mine . . . a curt order! . . a shot!
. . a scream! . . . and silence. Some poor devil was
bowing before the throne. Delirium was setting in.
My car was entered. Stabs of light peered into the
dark corners of the car. A pile of straw at the far
end of the car was bayonetted. Another command!
I thought they had discovered me finally. But I remained still more out of paralyzing fear than from
cunning. But the Persian guards jumped out, closed
the door and went on to the car in front. I still had
a chance, I thought. The train jerked on. I was safe
for the time being.
We

began

rumbled

on for several miles

to slow down.

when

the train

I half dragged myself to the

door, slid it open and dropped into the bank of snow
outside. It was Persian snow at last! The train rumbled
on into the blackness. But through the wail of the
wind I heard a bark and voices. ‘These were railroad
patrols and they had dogs. I quickly scrambled to my
feet and plodded through the snow. But a sudden
baying told me the dogs had picked up my trail. I
tried .to dodge and back-track but it was useless. Three
great wolf hounds cornered me and would have torn
me to pieces had not their masters followed quickly
behind.
Frostbitten, rough Persian guards pulled me to my
feet, scrutinized

me

for

a moment

and

then

led me

along. I knew what was expected. They brought me
to their headquarters which was a squat, clay building
one side of which was lost in a bank of snow. I was
thrust into the interior.
Waves of heat radiated from a coal stove in the
middle of the bleak room and the police captain, wine
(Continued

on

page

seventeen)
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English Solidarity

The

During the last two years the Prime Minister of
Great Britain has not once allowed the people of
the United States to forget that they speak the same
language as do citizens of the British Empire. The
“solidarity of English-speaking peoples” has become a
byword of the present world war. To win the war
and preserve the peace, say Churchill satellites, the
American people and the British people must become one and must remain perfectly united. And
thus, with the might and power of the proverbial
English speaking peoples firmly combined, the world
will be permanently safe for democracy and free from
anti-democratic tyranny.
And so the perfectly painted picture is complete,
though always ready for an additional touch here and
there in case the Americans happen to be attracted
by other pctures perhaps not so ingeniously portrayed
as that of the English. One of these ideas, of which
the Britishers seem to show their dislike, not by words

but by silence, is one which adds to Great Britain’s
plan rather than contradicts it. True, English speaking peoples are found in many and various parts of
the globe, but they do not cover all of it by any
means. And the number of people represented by the
remaining territory is far greater than the area of their
lands would suggest. These non-English speaking
countries are potentially more powerful and far richer
than are the two great nations that are seeking “solidarity”. Once these two have gained their goal there
will still be quite a lot of the world left. So why not
include it all in this “solidifying” process?
As far as English solidarity preventing future wars
is concerned, it certainly hasn’t prevented the last
two;

and

I don’t

believe

we’ve

been

at

odds

with

Old Spirit Still Lives

By two o'clock in the afternoon after five hours of
checking answers and tabulating results my enthusiasm for objective tests, in general, and English placement

tests, in particular, was

definitely at a low ebb;

I almost vowed interiorly that never again would I
even think of taking “Tests and Measurements”! Since
one o'clock the September ’42 Freshmen and the Feb-

tuary ’43 Freshmen

had been busy in the Lecture

Room of the Albert Emanuel Library, which was next
door to our “educational” workshop, entertaining and
initiating the latest arrivals to our campus. The sound of laughter and applause drifted in, the weather was
becoming excessively hot, and my patience was, by
now, almost non-existent. Just as I put on my biggest
frown there was an increasing roar in the hallway
outside our door as the celebrants and their guests
moved to where the refreshments were located. Soon
someone was at the piano which was also stationed in
the corridor. At first his or her fingers wandered aim-

lessly, picking

out

bits

of popular

tunes;

requests

seemed to come in, and recent popular melodies were
played. Suddenly, my unseen artist broke into the
catchy, rhythmical, and fast moving strains of “In
The Mood”. I had to smile; what memories that song
brought back of happy pre-war days, of record collections,

favo1ite

orchestras,

and

carefree

times!

Then

the thought came to me: this welcome party which
the “Sophs” are “throwing” for the newcomers exemplifies perfectly the spirit of friendliness and in-

terestedness which is an evident characteristic of the
U.

D.

thought:

student

body.

I had

to cheer

up

after

that

wouldn’t it have been appalling if one of

Great Britain since the last time America proved her
independence. Evidently the unity of the American

the new students, chancing to glance in at our door,
could have seen me, an upperclassman, scowling (even

people with

before classes actually started)? Yes I, too, had to get
“in the mood” and change my frown for a cheerful,

solution

the English people isn’t the complete

to the problem

of world-wide

warfare;

per-

haps the unity of people all over the world is.
—J. G.
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welcoming smile.
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Gratitude

Is Needed

and activities, nor do they bring out the fact that he

The tide of war has turned in favor of the Allied
Nations—our side. As the weeks and months pass,
more and more victories are chalked up to our account
on the scoreboard so closely watched by the peoples
of all nations. We, who have suffered so few
ships, and these have not been burdensome,

hardhave

little to look forward to at the end of the war in
comparison with the oppressed, liberty-starved inhabitants of Axis-dominated Europe and Asia.

Many times, days have been set aside for national
prayer petitioning our All-Merciful God for victory
and a just and lasting peace. Of course, along with

these

public devotions

are the

numberless,

private

prayers sent up to Heaven by countless thousands desiring the cessation of the terrible chaos into which
the world now finds itself plunged.
When Peace at last finds her way back to our
war-torn world, let us not forget to thank the One
who made it possible, to Whom we sent up prayers
begging for this great gift. It is never hard to think
of God or pray to Him when we want something, but
once the something is obtained, how quickly we forget to thank our Benefactor. When the armistice is
signed, let us lift our hearts in thanksgiving to the
Father of mankind before we give free rein to the
exprssion of our jubilation.
—A. K.

25—Be
Au

Revoir

In 1917 Brother Francis J. Friedel,

a young Mar-

ianist, received his Bachelor of Arts degree from the
University of Dayton. Ten years later he returned to
his Alma

Mater

as Father

Francis

J. Friedel,

S.T.D.

to teach on its faculty as Instructor in Philosophy
and History. In 1934 he was given a year’s leave of
absence in order that he might do graduate study in
Sociology at the Catholic University of America. Upon
his return in 1935 he served as Associate Professor of
Social Science until he was made Professor and Head
of the Department of Sociology in 1937. He became
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and Director
of the Evening Classes the next year; two years later
he was made Director of the Summer Session. He
left the University in August to become President of
‘Trinity College, Sioux City, Iowa.

Such, in brief, is the story of Father Friedel’s connections with the University of Dayton. As the facts

still found the time to write three sociological textbooks and to contribute to various periodicals cannected with his field. Besides all this Father Friedel
quickly became and remained the University’s best
and most efficient “contact man”. He did very much
to make the University of Dayton a real influence in
the community.
Engaged in many activities and constantly occupied
with official duties Father Friedel was still the smiling,
sympathetic, and helpful friend of all his students;
his wonderful faculty for remembering first names
enabled him to establish immediate contact with them.
The faculty, students, and friends of the University
of Dayton view the departure of Father Friedel with
a tinge of sadness. Naturally, they are happy over his
advancement and wish him every success in his new
undertaking, but they do miss his cheerful smile, unwavering calm, and understanding helpfulness.

—W. H. D.

es—te

Draftsmen

for War

The so-called Battle of Combat
much of our attention, that we
look, or at least underestimate,

Work

daily dominates so
are inclined to overthe fact that actual

combat is only one category of total war—one

which

is essentially dependent on other “battles” which must

be fought and won beforehand. As a consequence of
this oversight or underestimation, many works which
are necessary for the prosecution of the war have been
disregarded as possible means of aiding the war effort,
and are at present hampered by a shortage of
personnel.
For example, over one hundred draftsmen are being urgently sought by the U. S. Civil Service Commission for work in Federal Agencies. Draftsmen of
all types are needed, particularly ship, electrical, mechanical, and topographic draftsmen. This need is most
sarious in Washington, D. C., but it is likewise felt
in all parts of the United States, and its territories

and possessions. Agencies especially deficient in these
types of personnel are the several bureaus of the Navy,

the Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department of

Commerce, and the Geological Survey of the Department of the Interior. The Treasury Department
and the War Production Board utilize statistical

draftsmen.

above indicate he bore much administrative responsi-

Interested persons may secure Announcement 283
and application forms from first- and second-class post

bility besides carrying his teaching load; yet, they do
not reveal that he was actively engaged in various

offices; from Civil Service regional offices; of from

Catholic

and

non-sectarian

sociological

associations

the

U. S. Civil Service Commission. Application should
be sent to the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington,

25,

D.

C.

—G.

STANLEY

MATHEWws.
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WOMEN’S

DEAR

FRESHMAN

WOMEN,

Perhaps as you walk through the corridors between
classes these early days of your U. D. college life,
you feel like an alien who has just landed on Ells
island. We sincerely hope you do not. ‘This campus
is a friendly place ready to say “hello” and eager to
help you make yourself at home.
You have entered college when the country is
under the pressure of war. This fact should strengthen
your purpose in acquiring a full education, although
this fact may lessen your college social and extracurricular activities. You will often hear us speaking
(if you haven’t already) of our pre-war campus ac-

tivities with reminiscent enthusiasm.

Don’t let that

dampen your desire to make the most of your every
day at U. D. Join clubs and organizations in which

you are interested, know

the names

of the faculty

members, talk with the person who sits next to you
in class and remember her (or his!) name. Keep up
with your class work and don’t be afraid to use the
library in the valley. Attend all events that you are
expected to attend like chapel and assemblies. Become an active and studious personality—a credit to
your school and to your class.
From where we are sitting the class of ’47 seems
ambitious, willing and most agreeable. We are proud
to welcome you as Women of the University of Dayton and hope that four years from now your mem-

ories will be as happy as those of the Senior Women.
—ADELE

UNVERFERTH.
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ON BEING A FRESHMAN
We

are the class of 47. We

halting step through

have taken our first

the portals of University

Life

and our first timid glance around the pillar of Higher Education.
On

Page

a memorable

fourteen

August

30, we came—one

by one,

EDITOR

...
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Kay

Bomrorp

bewildered, and wondering why in the world we ever
decided to go to college.
As if this strange new world weren’t enough, a
certain group of individuals thought of a scheme to
frighten us out of our wits. (Assuming that we had
wits, of course). Their little inventions make the Iron
Maiden seem like a merry-go-round in comparison.
This delightful pastime is known as frosh initiation.
These fiends in human form (Sophomores, as they
are called) beset us at every turn pouncing upon us
with blood-thirsty screams, looks of evil joy on their

faces. We cower in dark corners and lurk behind
doors, if we see anyone who even looks as though he
might be a sophomore. Who knows when an innocent bush on the campus may be harboring the

dreaded one?
But never let it be said that the class of ’47 couldn’t
hold its own. We, the freshmen, we who are lower in

your estimation—salute

you!

(Aw, gee whiz, kids—have a heart! I was only kiddin’! )

hte
tuis is THR
And

—Mary

ARMY:

CorrerRMAN.

334-3

this is U. D., but not the same

U.

D. I

left

in the spring. There are differences in so many ways.
Physical transformations, the most easily apparent,
have come in great number. Now it’s the realness of
the uniforms—no longer only R.O.T.C. These are
men training for the real battle . . . it’s the addition
of new courses in the military and political sciences
. it’s the absence of those who drank cokes with

us in the Caf, who played thrilling football in our
Stadium,

who

planned

dances,

MCeed

big

events,

served as our class and club officers, provided spirited
debates in classrooms

. . . it’s the presence of those

here—their military bearing, yet unassuming and friendly attitude—and the sympathy you feel for each one
who,

you

are sure, is homesick

for his own

. . . it’s

the announcement of no yearbook for the first time
in our history, and no Pershings . . . it’s The Women
taking over many positions of the absent men .
.
it’s The Women working after classes for the government in the defense plants, in busy stores . . . it’s
playing a few nostalgic oldies on the juke-box and
learning the new ones that haven’t dreamed up their
share of memories yet . . . it’s The Women sponsoring dances for our soldiers at the Loretta . . . it’s
“Mask and Mascara” planned as almost an_ all-girl
show, and selection of plays like “Nine Girls” .. .
it’s stepping aside for the Army figuratively and literally . . . it’s the boys in St. Joe Hall missing the comforts of Alumni...
And then come those changes we know are here,
but which can only be sensed . . . the more earnest
air about studying, (have you noticed the real quietness of the library reference rooms?) . . . the tenseness
of feeling . . . the way we're expressing relief over
something like the Italian surrender—it makes you
sure that, as our President said a few weeks ago, when

the victory is ours we won’t go mad in wild celebration,
that this time will be different; we shall accept it and
settle down to making sure it is the real victory . . .
the knowledge that many will be graduating in December, cutting off a year of normal college life . . .
the expediting, expediting, expediting . . .
They mean wartime, these changes, more time given,

less time
A Prayer
learn our
D., back

for play,
for the
best, so
to what

for ourselves
Boys Over
“they” will
will still be

. . . It’s for us to “Say
There”—it’s for us to
be coming back to U.
here because they, and

we, have fought for it so valiantly.
—A. K. B.

Was

it “Who

Killed

FOR
Cock

MODERNS
Robin”

duplicating or surpassing

they have been reading.

be blunt

or otherwise,

but

one

may

be

certain

the experts in this field.

of

‘These crimes may take place in two types of stories:
little domestic scenes where suspects may include the
old

maid

aunt

and

the

butler;

or

international

in-

trigue where shades of General Washington walk remote places in Hindustan against a background of
shadows.

There may be two other classifications, in that a
story may be the bloody type with anywhere from
six to a baker’s dozen corpses throughout the various
chapters; or it may be the cold, deliberate type, with
just one body, but a very sound, statistical, and logical
reason and amount of money involved.
If it were merely the various murders and the antics of the private detective or amateur who invariably outwits the authorized police, still the story would
not be as horrible as those which rely upon the element of suspense, the shadow of threat and many
attempted murders to complete the atmosphere. Witness the luminous visage of a grinning pig frightening
an old woman into near-death; or a ghostly hand giving a permanent straightening to the hair of all occupants of a single house; or a howling dog making
nerves vibrate in time.
This topic has been one that is ageless, but it
reached its peak of keenness of atmosphere with Poe.
The modern application is in so-called Comic books
which youngsters devour faithfully, garnering who
that have appeared in various editions.

that started it?

The American craving for excitement manifests itself strikingly in the amazing number of mystery
stories that are published yearly—one for nearly every
night in the year. Thus the reading public shudders
and trembles its way to bed to be haunted by night-

mares

may

that such thing as a gun is too simple for many

knows what ideas. That is, besides the countless books

w5j—te

LULLABY

And what sorts of fantastic crimes do these authors
devise? ‘There are corpses buried in cellars, secreted
behind sliding panels, in water, in libraries or studies
(a favorite place), or even, as in a recent book, among
the sandbags of an air raid shelter. The instrument

those

about which

We

don’t want to think that people are gaining

from them a taste for flowing blood; we know people
read them for relaxation on one hand, or for the thrill

of trying to find “whodunit” before the author reveals
the culprit. We

don’t like to think that the public

cannot find satisfaction in a book without the force
of brutality pervading the plot.

I read them—you read them—but why?
—Kay

KunkA.
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A

Mother

In World

War

II
® By

Francis

Hauc

An angle you may have missed.

Se
IS a mother in World WAR II. As she bends
over the sink full of dishes her lips move rhythmically in silent speech; her thoughts are far away
from her little kitchen. The water cools in the dishpan but no shining cup or dripping saucer is placed
on the rack. Even the stray wisp of greying hair,
blowing lightly into her eyes, does not call forth the
usual brush of her moistened hand. She is living the
life of her soldier-son somewhere out there.
A

smile

softens

the

hard

set

of

her

horror now gleams in eyes that strive to shut out the

vision

of her

mother-thoughts.

Was

this

her boy

stretched out on the ground? this, his uniform, all
black with marks of powder? Fear leaps into her eyes
—fear dangerously bordering on hate for those who
might kill her son. But no, they are not deserving of
hate, those men. Even they think that they are right.
And, they also have war-mothers. God knows what is

best for her boy, and for all the boys out there. Her
eyes soften now, and shine with that mother’s glow of
love that presses all the soldiers of the world to her

mouth,

but it is a smile of things that used to be. She sees
the woebegone expression of her boy’s face as she

pours water on his sleeping form. ‘Ten long years ago
. no soldier uniform on him then. The smile
quivers hopefully on her lips. Like her mother and
her mother’s mother she has a delicious if somewhat
simple sense of humor. She sees him yet, writhing
dazedly to escape the hated wetness of that water
while the entangling bed-sheets help along his ex-

asperation. Her smile almost breaks into a laugh .. .
but other thoughts forbid.

heart. ‘They are all her boys!
She

breaks

from

her reverie

with a

little jerk,

ashamed at finding herself standing over the kitchen
sink with both hands immersed in a pan of cold dishwater. Guiltily she busies herself with putting a fresh
pan of water on the stove to heat. Though her heart
breaks she must carry on! She wonders whether it will

be here or up there when she will meet her boy again,
and for the first time her eyes fill with tears. She feels
again his last kiss and his parting embrace; she hears
the huskiness of his boyish farewell:

She starts, frightened. The slightest suggestion of

Auf Wiedersehen,

Mutter!

wegj—te
(Continued

from
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On

but he suffered a sudden relapse and was forced to

three)

distinctive but loveable American

type.

June 6, 1943, the beloved old man

first showed

signs of weakening: he had to be helped down from
the speaker’s stand after he had addressed the crowd
assembled for the one-hundred and eleventh graduation
ceremony of the University of New York. A cerebral
hemorrhage on June 21 sent him to the hospital for
a few weeks. Returning home he cheerfully made
plans for going to his summer mansion in Michigan,

give up the desire of continuing his normal summer
program. He lingered on in a critical condition until
death claimed him on Saturday, August 21, at 4:50
a. m. Burial services were held for him in the University Chapel on the following Monday afternoon.
Countless

American

students

and

teachers,

fathers

and mothers mourn the death of “Billy” Phelps of
Yale who taught them how to find true enjoyment
and actual strength in books.

ae
(Continued
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John!
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*

His head had dropped down onto his arms and he
seemed sunk in heavy sleep. Gently she shook his
shoulder and touched his outstretched hand. ‘There

six)

“murmniwved.

**

*

The door was opened quickly, and in hurried an
elderly lady who had been their neighbor since John
established
success.
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his

home

there

in

the

first flush

of his

was a bright flash as something dropped. ‘The woman
started and bowed her head.
“T haven’t seen that bracelet since he gave it to his
wife years ago. She died in a fire the same night. . .”

(Continued

from

page

eleven)

warm and agile. One by one the guards fell asleep

glass in hand, peered down at me from his desk, in a

and finally the Captain lurched forward on his folded

half drunken stupor. “Another one? . . . pig of a
Bolshevik, sit down.” he commanded. My captor
threw

me

on.a

crate

in a corner

of the

room,

arms and began snoring. I played softer until finally
I dropped
the stove.

and

the flute and watched the red hot iron of

went out into the night again.

I don’t know how long I sat this way but a commotion aroused me. The Captain in all his glory was
standing up and cursing his men. Finally he looked
at me. He was puzzled.

The hovel was strewn with lazy, magnificently
armed railroad guards. ‘They were all swarthy and their

teeth flashed as they smacked their lips after the wine
jug. I remained silent—what else was there to do?
Between glares the Captain emptied a bottle of confiscated Russian cognac. Then he looked around at
his kingdom and singled out a sleeping form. “Boro-

“And who are you? What are you doing here, eh?”
He turned his attention to his men as he asked,
“Who is this boy- Why was he arrested?” But nobody
seemed to remember.

shoy, you Russian half-breed, play me a tune. Wake
him up! Play me a tune, dear Boroshoy.”

The recklessness that knows condemned men became mine. “Sir, it was so cold outside . . . and we

But Boroshov was in a half stupor and he stupidly

stared at his

chief, made a feeble effort to bring his

flute to his lips, but suddenly

dropped

his arm

had no wood. I only wanted to warm myself. I didn’t
want to do anything wrong . . .”

and

slumped back into a sleep. “Drunk! The little baby
can’t hold his cognac like a man,” said the Captain.

But the Captain flew into a rage.

Then he pointed at me. “You, amuse me, my guest.
Or won’t you pay for your shelter?”

“What craziness is this, puppy? This is a police
station not a missionary headquarters. Get out of here
before I turn my dogs on you . . . and tell your
other good-for-nothing friends to keep away from my

“Yes sir,” I replied quickly as I crossed over the
reclining forms and took the flute from Boroshov’s
hand. I sat down cross-legged by the fire and found

headquarters and the tracks or they'll feel my rifle
between the blades of their shoulders.”

the hole with my lips. Several of the guards sat up
in interest. It is amazing

what

response

beauty

can

find in even the most primitive hearts.
This tirade of words followed me to the door. I
was fairly running. The guards laughed at my confusion. I quickly opened the door, braced myself against
the morning cold air and trugged on through the
snow. My town, Samara, was only a few miles South

I played. First a Persian folk dance—it was a merry

tumbling

of notes,

wild

and

fierce,

the

kind

that

made a man’s feet dance. Then some shepherd songs
—tunes from the fables of the mountaineers. The

of here now.

pain in my shoulder subsided as my fingers became

aj—te
MY GREAT SORROW
Of a lack of fitting words

To express the emotions of their hearts
Poets in the past have always sung.
But I have not met any yet

(So I guess I am the only one)
Who bemoans in pretended song the sad fact
That he is not even a poet in name.
—WILLIAM

Dorsey.
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U. D. GOES TO WAR
My aged walls have seen their share
Of strange and novel things,
But down the years none can compare
With this the war now brings.

I’ve gone to war till triumphs grace
This land we all revere.
Fair Learning’s Muse renounced first place
To you with pride sincere.

My parks re-echo to the sound
Of soldiers

marching

in,

Hear the beat beat beat

My storied halls with troops abound,
Ennobled by their din.
Hear the beat beat beat
Of the tramping feet,
Hear the echo from the hill.
See the khaki in line

Marching on in time,
It’s for God

and

home

they

dill.

I’ve trained civilians many years,
I'll train them many more,
I’ve turned out teachers, bankers,

And now I’ve gone to war.
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Of the tramping feet,

'

Hear the echo from the hill.
See the khaki line
Marching on in time,
It’s for God and home they drill.

Some day you'll leave, but there’s a Trust
I keep, although wars cease.
For me these cherished memories must

Live past the morn of peace.
seers,

—Le Roy

;

FInkxe.

Freshman

Views...
more evident than in June 1941. At that time dozens

LOOKING FORWARD

of shiploads of armored equipment—tanks, trucks,
planes, and guns—were rushed from all ports of the
country by train to eastern ports within nine days
time. All other traffic was. side-tracked for these materials. It was all done so smoothly that most people
were not aware of what was happening. However, this
modern miracle of military transportation saved the
battle of Egypt for the Allied Forces.

My knees were rather unsteady as I gazed at the
impressive building before me. It was then, as I stood
there that I realized how much this place would influence the next four years of my life. Before my
initial appearance on the campus I had given very
little thought to the change college would bring in
my life. To me college meant just the continuation
of the happy days of my high school life. Of course,
I thought a little more work would be required, but
other than that, I anticipated little change.

And so it goes. We all step out of line so that
the goods of war may reach those who so sorely need
them. And we must and continue to do so until the
victory 1s ours.
—WitiiamM B. McComs.

After the first wave of excitement I found my way
through a milling crowd of students. I learned that
most of these students were freshmen and probably
as confused as I was. After many questions on my
_ part I was finally guided to the registrar’s office. Here
I spent over an hour giving all the information that
was needed and soon after that I was really a fresh-

ate
MAKE WAY FOR THE ARMY

man.
Having the rest of the day free I had plenty of
time for a tour of the campus. I saw all that was to
be seen and I ended my trip on a beautiful green
slope from which I could see the city on one side
and the University on the other. Looking at the
city had grown old to me but looking at the school |
was altogether new. In the quiet of the afternoon
with the sun resting gently on the old structures I
could feel their age and wisdom; I could see them as
monuments of generations of learning. From that
moment on I was glad that it was here that I belonged. It was then I knew it was meant for me to
be

a

part

of

this

strange,

new,

wonderful

place.

I

knew it was meant for me to love it as I do.
—LorRAINE WINCKELMAN.

25—te
THE ARMY FIRST
Among the many changes that war has brought
about we find the priority of the military, both men
and materials. We here in Dayton, living near two
strategically important airfields, are more aware of this
than are the people in some other localities. We find
officers and enlisted men in line at restaurants and
laundries and buses. It is not always necessary to
step aside for them, but we must graciously accept
the crowded conditions that their presence has helped
to bring about.
The army also has priority in materials as well as

in men. Travellers are prevented from travelling because of rush orders in military cargo. ‘This was not

The most familiar sounds on the campus today are
not the shouts of the pep rallies but rather the sharp
commands of army officers and the sound of marching men. These army men are taking special courses
at the University under army routine and regulations.
We see them going down the halls, about thirty in
a group, marching in formation to class. All one notices
in passing them is a mass of khaki uniforms and caps.

There is nothing more embarassing to a coed than
to be caught half way up a flight of stairs with one
group of soldiers marching down towards her and
another group marching up behind her. There she is
and what can she do except try to get out of the

way and promise herself that the next time she will
look

both

ways

before

starting.

Perhaps

the

school

should put up traffic signs and warning markers; they

would prevent much confusion.

Civilian students and the soldiers don’t mix much
mainly because the soldiers don’t have much time.
They study from early morning until taps at night
and are free only on the week-ends. Meals are served
in their private mess hall and Alumni Hall serves as
their barracks. About the only time that we see them
is between classes in the cafeteria.
The whole University seems to be caught in the
spell of the army routine. There is nothing quite so
thrilling as watching their drilling and the military
manner in which they conduct themselves. ‘They are
all so young and intent on their work that they
remind us of our brothers and sweethearts. Perhaps
that is why we are all so proud to make way for the
army.
—Mary Jo BE tr.
Page
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WE

STAND

ASIDE

Colleges all over the country are finding a place in
their curricula for the special activities of the Armed
Forces. We at the University of Dayton welcome the
Army. These soldier boys all come from comfortable
homes in the various sections of the United States.
‘They were selected to go to school and prepare themselves to become valuable members of a well-equipped
army. We are proud to have them on the campus and
to study among us. Their schedules are very taxing
and to maintain the high standards of the army they
must study very earnestly.

Relaxation after a serious day’s work in the laboratory

or in the classroom is necessary. The entertainment
afforded them by the girls’ weekly invitations to dance
at the Loretta helps them to forget their loneliness
for a little while and revives in them an inspiration to
carry on even harder. Chatting with the girls and
boys in the halls, they feel that they belong here and
gradually their loneliness will be replaced by a regular
college spirit.
To honor them and their training we stand aside
whenever they pass and look to them to become,
with the knowledge gained at Dayton, leaders and
adjusters of world peace, the peace that all Americans
are looking for.
—Eotse

Rettic.

este

DESERT

GOLD

The Desert speaks:

You seek my gold?
Then

come,

Come into my
I will thrill you
Sear your soul
Lash you with
Burn you,
Scorch you,
Wizen you.

vastness.
with my beauty,
with my raw nakedness,
sand storms,

I will torture you with my thorns
And you will curse me,
And leave me.

But always

You
To
To
To

will return
my loneliness:
my beauty;
my sand storms;

My blazing sun
And

thorns.

For you will learn to love me
More and more,

And you will become a part. of me,
Then you will find what you seek;
What I have given you—
My courage,
My loveliness,

You will come back;
Back to the desert.

And

I will call

My gold.

You will come
Because you love me
Some.
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loneliness;

My unfolded mysteries—

—H.

K. Moyer.

With the ASTU..
IT IS

A TOUGH JOB

I have been in the army five months and in this
time I have had to do many difficult and unpleasant
tasks. During my basic training which I took at Camp
Campbell in Kentucky I did detail work which included tasks from cleaning guns to picking up cigarette butts. For training in methods of war I ran
obstacle courses, built bridges, took up mine fields

and learned the use of various types of material and
equipment

' Now

used in modern

warfare.

I am going to college in Dayton, Ohio. At

this fine place I hardly expected to find a job which
would seem difficult after my experiences at camp.
I have to do a job which causes me more physical
strain and mental agitation than many other jobs. I

refer to ironing my clothes.
I have watched mother do the job and it all looked
so simple. Just pick up the iron, sweep it across the
shirt a few times, and then hang the shirt neatly in
the closet. That is exactly what I did with my first
attempt at ironing. I picked up the iron, gave it a

few sweeps across the shirt and hung up the worstlooking shirt I had ever seen. It would have been
much better if I had not ironed it at all.

The trouble comes
placed in the proper
without wrinkles and
while ironing the rest
causes a slight blood

when trying to get
position so it can
the finished side
of the shirt. Then
pressure when

the shirt
be ironed
kept neat
it always

I find that the

iron has been left in one spot for too long a time
and has caused a beautiful dark brown spot exactly
where I don’t want it.
I will continue trying until I can iron a shirt and
not be ashamed

to wear it. It may take a long time

but my hopes are that some day I can iron a shirt
with the ease of an expert. Until then I hope I can
check my
iron.

temper and refrain from
EucENE

disposing of my
R. GLADFELTER.

ej—te
THE ART OF K. P.
According to army regulations kitchen police has

When I entered K. P.
experience that I would
had heard from veterans
a person had not tasted
until he had been on

remained in my mind as an
just as soon do without. I
in the art of soldiering that
the worst part of army life
K. P. Well, one evening I

found my name on the K. P. list for the next day.

That evening I decided I would

go to bed

early as

I knew that they would awaken the K. P.’s before the

rest of the company. It seemed as if I had been sleeping only an hour when the Charge of Quarters began
to shake me and whisper in my ear loud enough to

wake

the whole

barracks

hall in fifteen minutes.

to get over to the mess

After staggering over to the kitchen I found myself

in a row with seven other sorrowful looking individuals, while the Mess Sergeant eyed us as if we
were a group of criminals in a police court. He then
chose the first three fellows for the only “goldbricking” jobs on K., P., that of being the Dining Room
Orderlies. Two others were taken for the never ending
job of washing pots and pans. When the next two
were told to wash dishes and silverware I was the
only one left. Then the Mess Sergeant smiled sweetly
at me and bellowed “You are G. Man”. G. Man?
That

did

not

sound

too

bad.

In

fact,

it seemed

to

have a certain fascination about it. But my dreams
soon crumbled when I was lead outside and before
me stood fourteen huge garbage cans. I made a
mental note to hide when ever the subject of G.

Man came up on the mornings that I had K. P. My
duties,

I was

soon

informed,

were

to scrub

the cans,

empty garbage pails, wash the kitchen tables, police
the area around the mess hall, and empty and squash
enough tin cans to make one wonder if we had some

young,

stupid brides

disguised

as student

cooks.

truck-load of rations, and then help with the dishes
or pans in case I had any time left over.
I could now go into detail as to how I went about
these various chores during the day, but since it was

all work and no play it would furnish only boring
reading and recall to my mind only unpleasant memories which I would rather forget.
After supper was served the mess hall was put in
tip-top condition for the fellows who were to have

K. P. the next day. When

the Mess Sergeant let us

an essential part in every soldier’s training. Why this
is indispensable, I have never found out, but since I

off, I stumbled back to my barracks, crawled up the
steps, and down the row to my bed. Then my kind

was not in any position to quibble with the First
Sergeant, I had the privilege of doing K. P. quite a

pals lifted me up and tucked me in while I hoped

number of times during my basic training.

I

also soon found out that I was to help the others
scrub the kitchen floor after each meal, carry in a half

that I would never go on K. P. again.
—Joun

H. HELLERvp.
Page
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AN ABOUT FACE

after the management, and provide the work connected

Before entering the army I must admit that I had
a very undemocratic opinion of many of my fellow
Americans. I come from a residential section of New
England and for some unknown reason I always believed that Southerners were slow and backward. The
southern educational system was my foremost criticism. It so happened that more than half of my
company was made up of boys from the deep South.
After my first meetings with them I retained my
stupid beliefs, but as the days progressed my attitude
completely changed. To begin with I was fascinated

with it, and all this is done voluntarily.

The soldiers are really grateful to the people back
home for all these benefits. These people are behind
us one hundred per cent. They too are soldiers.
—CLARENCE

aes—te

MY FIRST PASS HOME

by their slow drawl and varied colloquialisms. ‘They

were an exceptionally friendly group, always willing to
lend a helping hand. Many of them were amazingly
well-educated and could easily discuss a variety of

subjects. Above all the thing which pleased me most

was their sincere and genuine friendship. As the reader
can see, several of my pre-induction~ideas about people
have been completely changed for the better. The
army is a good place to learn the benefits of democracy.
—Donatp Lewis.

25—be
THE US, 0.
To the average individual U.S.O. means nothing
more than United Service Organization. To the man
in uniform it means a great deal more than that. To
the soldiers it stands for recreation, amusement, and

a place of relaxation for the weary boys.

What brought about the necessity of such an organ-

ization? I think it became necessary because of the
large number of men going into the service. These
men found life in the army quite different from that
at home. On week-ends and during their spare moments they need some place to visit, a place that
would afford them some of the comforts of home.
Now some people with a great deal of hard work and

expense formed the U.S.O. to help give the soldier

boys these comforts of the home.
‘This organization has developed from a mere mag-

azine room into an elaborate house of hospitality where

a soldier is welcome to all the advantages provided.
One may expect to find such games as ping pong and
pool along with reading material, music, information

of all kinds and food in the numerous U.S.O. buildings scattered over the country.
Now let us see where all this care for the soldiers

comes from. ‘The answer is Home Front. By this we
mean

the

people

that

are

not

actually

in

uniform.

They are the ones who finance the organizations, look
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C. SALSER.

At last I have been home. After almost five months
of army routine in Kentucky and Ohio, I have been

home. Maybe that fact is uninteresting and unimportant to you. I hope not. I hope at some time or other
in your life, you,

too, have

experienced

the

thrill of

going home after a long period away from the people

and the places you love and know so well. I must
say that it is one of the things to dream about.
It all began a few days after I arrived at the University of Dayton. School was not to begin until the
following Monday and thoughts of going home occupied my mind constantly. Deep down in my heart I
did not expect to see my fond desires realized. I had
made plans so many times before and what happened?

Nothing. But I thought I would try again.
This

time it paid off. The good

news

about 4:30

that Wednesday afternoon. I could not believe it, but
passes till 10:30 Friday night were being issued. What
did I do but dive for the line that had already

formed, and it was not long before I had my ‘pass in
black and white, my pass to go home.

From

that moment

till I took my

seat in that

uncomfortable car my thoughts were rather vague.
The happenings of the intervening three hours, however, gradually became more and more clear. The
hurried packing, the supper that I was not hungry
for, the rounding up of my buddies who were to
accompany me, the dash for the station, the wait for
the tickets and then those final minutes, the problem
of getting on the train and, if possible, hoarding a
seat for the long ride home.
From then on it was just a matter of time. I
could not sleep, not much any way. I was thinking

too much of the time I would have that next morning.
It all happened just as I dreamed it would. The train

pulled into the station at 9:30 the next morning and
there

they

were,

all

my

folks

and

behind. It was the happiest moment

that

gitl

I

left

of my life.

—RAyMonp

YOuNG.

~ Book

Reviews

CELESTIAL HOMESPUN >
By

KATHERINE

Burton

(Longmans, Green & Co.)
In this book, Celestial Homespun, Catherine Burton
selected as her subject an outstanding American convert of the nineteenth century. She tells the life story
of Isaac Thomas Hecker, the founder of the first

American missionary congregation, the Society of St.
Paul the Apostle, commonly known as the Paulist
Fathers, in an engaging style that marks her other
biographical works.

As the story opens we see Isaac a young lad approaching his grandfather, a clockmaker, with a handful of springs and screws in his small, dirty hands and
saying complainingly, “It won’t go right, Grandfather.
There’s something won’t let it go.” Although Isaac
loved to be with his grandfather and enjoyed fixing
clocks to the end of his life he devoted his live to a
higher cause.

Isaac from his youth was above all a seeker. He
sought for the truth and for the things that would
satisfy his heart. He hoped for spiritual light and
peace. Being dissatisfied and not knowing which religion to accept he joined the Equal Rights Party of
New York, journeyed to Brook Farm and Fruitlands to
seck spiritual light but met with disappointment. Finally following the advice of Orestes Brownson he
found peace and was received into the Church of
Bishop McCloskey of New York in 1844 thus ending
his harrowing search.
After his conversion events moved quickly. The following year he joined the Redemptorists, was ordained
priest in 1849 in Europe and soon returned to give
missions and to do other missionary work in America.
After a short time a change of circumstances resulted
in the separation of Father Hecker and four other
associates from the Redemptionists and the formation
of a new society who dedicated themselves to work

know Father Hecker and his circle of friends but will
also become familiar with the history of the Catholic
Church in the United States during part of the nineteenth century. Since this book is neither fully documented nor authoritative history it was written not
with the view to fill the needs of theologians and historians.

olic and

It was written

for the common

non-Catholic,

to make

reader, Cath-

Father

Hecker,

his

companions and his works, more widely known and
appreciated.
aeg—te

OF BOOKS AND MEN
By Josrpy J. REILLY

(Julian Messner, Inc, New York)
In his latest work,

Of Books And

Men,

Joseph

Reilly displays to full advantage his powers of keen
analysis and penetrating thought. His analytical mind,
independent viewpoint, and clear insight into both
books and their authors penetrate beyond the shallow
and the superficial in writing and grasp the real art
found in good books. He presents authors as human

personalities each with his own characteristics.
With the scholar’s eye, our critic scrutinizes Lytton
Strachey, father of the “new biography,” attacking
him on his most vulnerable point—irony. Mr. Reilly
brings to light “Chesterton the Poet” and gives an
even more brilliant glow to “G. K.’s” vivacious enthusiasm and aggressive vigor. In his chapter on
“Billy” Phelps of Yale (which will perhaps be a literary monument) he pays tribute to a truly “great
teacher”. Because of the portrait Mr. Reilly has drawn,

“Billy” Phelps’ magnetic personality will continue to
live as an inspiration to other teachers.
Joseph
He

is,

Reilly
rather,

is not
the

the

friend,

pedagogue
the

intimate

dogmatizing.
companion,

especially among English-speaking people and Amer-

sharing with his reader ideas and tastes, opinions and
impressions. Avoiding a haughty attitude, he puts his
reader at perfect ease with liberty to agree, to question,
to doubt, and even (or especially) to contradict his

ican non-Catholics.

own portrayal of books and men.

‘The reader of this biography will not only come to

Aboye all, Joseph Reilly’s greatness seems to lie in
Page
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his universal appeal.

Of Books

And

Men

has been

written not simply for an esoteric group of literary
critics but for all who, early in life, have fallen in
love with books—good books—and have desired a
more personal contact with the men who have written
these books. The novice in literary appreciation meets
the great men of literature and learns just how they

write; the more advanced student finds in Mr. Reilly
a literateur with whom he can exchange impressions;
and the scholar is introduced to an equally capable

critic with an independent viewpoint not to be scorned.
—FRANK

Stephen Vincent Benet intended Western Star to be
a long, narrative poem of four or five books, each

book being the size of the present volume. This
lengthy poem was to tell the story of how the pioneers
came to America and how and why they spread on
and on Westward. Western Star, as we have it, tells
only of the settling of Virginia and the founding of

Plymouth Plantation yet the book does not seem to
leave an unfilled void or to give an incomplete lesson
because Mr. Benet has discovered the spirit of America
and has concretized it in a fast moving tale so that

after reading about the spirit of our country we may
understand it and keep it ever alive for the generations
of Americans to come.

Kapp.
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WESTERN
By

STEPHEN

—WILLIAM

2h—te

STAR

VINCENT

Dorsey.

BENET

WITH A MERRY HEART

(Farrar and Rinehart)

By Pau. J. PHELAN, EDITOR

Students of Brother Tom

Price’s “American

Lit”

classes may have a few hazy memories of a piece of
delightfully musical and “swingy” poetry called The
Mountain Whippoorill which told how hill-billy Jim
won the great fiddlers’ contest. The author’s name

(Longmans, Green & Co.)
With a Merry Heart is a happy exception to the
usual war and thunder books currently being published. A good anthology of humor is rare enough in

and even the title of the poem may have been forgotten but the magical entrancement of its rhythm

times of comparative peace. In this day of total war,

lingers on forever. It is hard for college students

Catholic humor should receive more than an ordinary
welcome. The compiler has worked on the theory
that humor can be and is good literature. “Why

to

associate the formidable and famous name of Stephen
Vincent Benet with perhaps the only poem of their
literature classes which they actually enjoyed. Yet to
the “steady” readers and lovers of poetry and especial-

ly to the Benet enthusiasts the story of hill-billy Jim

then,

Professor

Phelan’s

collection

of

the

best

in

shouldn’t humor be treated as a fine art?” he asks in

his thought provoking introduction. After perusing
the volume, it is difficult to propose an objection to

is simply a beautiful reflection of another one of the
many facets in Benet’s genius.

the question.

In this posthumous and unfinished Western Star,
America’s Vergil gives us the beginnings of a great

Francis

Such great humorists as G. K. Chesterton, Maurice
“Americaniad”.

Here we

the type of mind that
our indefatigable “going
an appropriate title for
the spirit of America

feel and

sense the spirit,

has made us a great people:
on”. Western Star is indeed
a work seeking to exemplify
for it suggests the magical

attraction of a star upon a hoard of people, ever drawing them further Westward.
The story of Dick Heron, his family and his descendants, of Matthew

his daughter

Lanyard, his second wife, and

fit perfectly

into

the background

of

Colonial America, actually picturing the spirit of im-

migration. ‘Their fortunes are secondary, but essential
parts of a stirring tale of the beginnings of our nation.
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Egan,

Heywood

Broun,

Hiraire

Belloc,

and

Frank Sullivan are among those present. Besides these
are represented such favorites as Leonard Feeney, T.

A. Daly, Helen Walker Homan, H. I. Phillips, Doran
Hurley, and Bishop Kelley. A rather surprising feature
is the appearance of Monsignor Sheen and Westbrook

Pegler in this anthology of Catholic humor.
Hilaire Belloc has defined genuine laughter
physical effect produced in the rational being
suddenly strikes his immortal soul as being
funny.” Suffice it to say, in recommendation

as “the
by what
damned
of this

collection, that it contains many a genuine laugh.
—G. ‘STANLEY

MATHEWS.
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